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1. School Vision and Mission
Marymount Primary School aims to provide quality education. According to our Catholic and
cultural traditions, we aim at the greater development of our students in moral, intellectual,
physical, social, aesthetic and spiritual aspects.
Through care and concern for each individual person, we seek to form our students in such a way
that
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

their acquisition of knowledge and skills is joined to Christian values;
they will become reflective and will accept their strengths and weaknesses;
they will come to the knowledge of God and put Christian values into practice;
they are sensitive to the needs of others, especially the poor;
they fulfill the role in serving others to build a just and compassionate society.
To achieve our Vision and Mission, Our Team of Teachers and Support Staff are

M-iracle Workers who work with
P-assion and
S-erve with Smiles.
With teachers as their role models, students of Marymount will learn to be

C-aring
L-oving and

C-ompassionate.
With continued support from their Parents, students of Marymount will grow into Integrated
Persons of

Wisdom as they learn life-long

and work for the Greater Glory of God.
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2. Features of MPS
2.1 History & Recent Updates
Marymount, originally known as Holy Spirit School for girls, was founded by the Maryknoll Sisters.
The school opened on 10th January 1927 at Robinson Road with only 8 classes of students sharing
4 tiny classrooms. In 1930, the school moved to the building at 140 Caine Road which provided 7
classrooms. By 1941, it offered a complete course of studies leading to matriculation. The school
was closed during the war. It re-opened as Maryknoll School in 1948.
As the school continued to expand, a school building with improved facilities became necessary. In
October 1957, the school moved to its present location in Happy Valley and was renamed
Maryknoll Sisters’ School. Initially, the building housed both Secondary and Primary Sections. It
was not until 1961 that the Primary School occupied the premises at Tai Hang Road. During the
school year 1978-79, after 52 years of devoted service, the Maryknoll Sisters handed over the
sponsorship of the school to the Columban Sisters.
As of September 1983, the name of the school was changed to Marymount Secondary School and
Marymount Primary School respectively. By 1993, to meet the needs of increasing student
population in the Secondary School, the Columban Sisters turned over to the use of the school the
remaining convent area on the fourth floor.
Marymount has been sponsored by the Christian Life Community (CLC) since 1997 when the
Columban Sisters initiated the transfer of sponsorship of the school. The CLC is an international
Catholic lay community with a keen interest in education and commitment to the service of youth.
The CLC has pledged to preserve the same school spirit, foster the traditions and continue to
provide quality education at Marymount.
Marymount Primary started whole-day school operation at a temporary school premise on 22
Cloud View Road, North Point, in September 2002. With support from the government, the M.S.S.
Alumnae Association, parents and friends, the old school building on 336 Tai Hang Road was
demolished and redevelopment project began thereafter to accommodate 24 classes from P.1 to
P.6, with 4 classes in each level. In addition to 24 classrooms, there are Small Group Teaching
Rooms, Music Room, General Studies Room, Library, Visual Arts Room, Computer Room, Language
& Music Activity Room, Student Activity Centre, PTA Room, a basketball court, a covered
playground and an assembly hall at the new campus.
With support from members of our Sponsoring Body, our teachers, parents and generous donors,
the Mural of Annunciation was constructed which gave focus to the purpose of education at MPS.
The school began operation at the current campus in September 2006. In the school year 2007-08,
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the Parent-Teacher Association raised further funds to give a face lift to the Language & Music
Activity Room in response to parent-teachers’ shared goal to raise students’ global awareness
through language, music and cultural activities. In the school year 2008-09, construction of the
Chapel was completed. It was named Chapel of the Annunciation. Thanks should also be given to
‘Green Power’ for their sponsorship and expert advice for the maintenance of our plants on G/F
and LG1/F since 2008. The Roof Gardens, sponsored by the University of Hong Kong and the HSBC,
were ready for appreciation and use in the school year 2010-11. The Roof Gardens were named
‘Haven of Harmony’ and ‘Haven of Peace’.
Our Incorporated Management Committee was established on 31 August 2015. This provides us
with greater autonomy and flexibility in our daily operations, resources management and planning
for school development. All members actively participate in school activities and support the
direction of school.
Our school celebrated her 90th Anniversary in the school year 2016-17. Led by our alumnae and
the MSSAA, students, parents, alumnae, members of the Incorated Management Committee and
School Sponsoring Body joined the Walkathon and Gala Dinner in October and July respectively.
Our first Musical, ‘Musiphany’ and Open Day ‘Superhero 90’ in July 2017 were also accomplished
with great success. Apart from fond memories, additional funds which will contribute to our
capacity for STEAM education development of MPS were raised by our fund-raising campaign
‘BRICK it your way’. We remain grateful for the concerted efforts of all stakeholders and
benefactors of our school.

2.2 School Culture
We provide students and teachers with a learning environment conducive to the pursuit of quality
and whole-person development. Teachers support students to apply the knowledge and skills they
have learnt to serve the Christian values of care, love, compassion and wisdom. The word ‘magis’–
Latin for ‘more’, is central to students’ and teachers’ work as we search for excellence. Ample
learning opportunities are created and developed for both students and teachers to explore and
excel through the Learning and Teaching Processes of various platforms. Teachers are encouraged
to work collaboratively with each other and with the administration to teach students in ways that
enable them to learn more. In-house sharing, celebration of students’ achievements and the
publication of good practices unify teachers, students and parents around the School Vision and
Mission and commitment to quality.
Based on the educational philosophy of our sponsoring body, we foster a culture of reflection and
undertake the mission to serve. Reflection leads to the awareness of our strengths and
weaknesses and, by offering services, we work for the ‘magis’ in our personal, social and spiritual
development. The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius provide a sound and solid foundation on which
P.3

we have built our school culture. Ignatius’ favourite phrase, ‘our way of proceeding’, captures
succinctly the culture emerging in our school – as we work and learn together, we internalize our
own norms and values, the Christian values of care, love and compassion. We form ourselves as
we teach, and form our students to be ‘Caring, Loving and Compassionate Global Citizens who love
to Learn, Lead and Serve’.
The harmonious and collaborative school culture was moulded and established to embody the
accumulated Values and Purpose of the School Vision and Mission over the past years, and the
Vitality and Goals are continually renewed and recreated to stimulate ongoing progress. With the
shared beliefs, values and school expectations, teachers, students and parents have been working
hand in hand to foster an effective and collaborative school culture through every phase of school
life which, in turn, supports the formation of MPS Graduates.
The school culture reflects the values, aspirations, needs and experiences of our stakeholders. The
following summarizes our stakeholders’ ratings of our school climate on
a 5-point scale:

Stakeholders

2014 - 2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

Students

4.3

4.2

4.1

Teachers

4.2

4.3

4.3

Parents

4.5

4.5

4.5

2.3 Class Structure
There are four classes in each level from Primary 1 to 6. Under a symmetrical structure, all
students admitted are able to enjoy schooling until Primary 6. An average of about three quarters
of the entire Primary 6 students continues their education in Marymount Secondary School after
Secondary School Places Allocation (SSPA).
No. of students (2016-2017)
P.6 123
P.5 130
P.4 129
P.3 132
P.2 129
P.1 131
Total 761

Class Structure
A

P.6
P.5
P.4
P.3
P.2
P.1

P.4

B

C

KEY

STAGE 2

KEY

STAGE 1

D

2.4 Incorporated Management Committee
Our Incorporated Management Committee (IMC) comprises members from our sponsoring body
and stakeholders including teachers, parents and independent member.
Composition of the Incorporated Management Committee
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2015-2016
2016-2017

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sponsoring Body

Principal

Teacher

Alumna

Parent

Independent
Member

Appointed nonvoting member

Members of the IMC 2016-2017
Members

Capacity

Dr. Éadaoin K.P. Hui
Fr. Seán Ó Cearbhalláin, S.J.
Ms. Barbara Chan
Mrs. Jennie Chor
Ms. Jasmine Hui
Ms. Flavia Hung
Ms. Veronica Ma
Ms. Alice Wong
Mr. Edwin Chiu
Ms. Candy Chan
Mr. Harry Li
Ms. Annie Cheng
Ms. Iris Li
Ms. Avie Lam
Ms. Daphne Ho
Mrs. Julie Ma
Ms. Asha Sharma

School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
School Sponsoring Body
Alternate School Sponsoring Body Manager
Teacher Manager
Alternate Teacher Manager
Parent Manager
Alternate Parent Manger
Alumna Manager
Independent Member
School Principal (MPS)
Appointed Non-Voting Member (MSS)
Honorary Legal Advisor
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2.5 Our Teachers and Principal
Our team of teachers comprised 49 staff members on Staff Establishment in the past year. Among
the 49 staff members, 1 teacher was funded by the Capacity Enhancement Grant, 1 teacher by
Non-Chinese Speaking Student Grant, 1 by the Learning Support Grant, 6 by the Teachers Relief
Grant and 1 teacher by the MSSAA sponsorship.
Highest Academic Qualifications Attained by Teachers and Principal

Master's Degree
Bachelor's Degree

37%
63%

Percentage of Teachers with the Stated Years of Teaching Experience

4%
14%

16%

66%

P.6

0-2 yrs
3-5 yrs
6-10 yrs
over 10 yrs

Percentage of Subject-Trained Teachers Teaching the Core Subjects

100%
80%

100%

100%

100%

60%
40%
20%
0%
Chinese

English

Mathematics

2.6 Our Partners in Education
Parents and MPS Parent-Teacher Association (PTA)
Our School highly values home-school partnership. Parents’ views have been taken into great
consideration in the formulation, planning and implementation of school policies and activities for
the benefit of students in the areas of academic achievement and personal development. There
are two Parent Managers in the Incorporated School Management Committee. They expressed
their views and shared their aspirations. Open and close communication between parents and
School has been maintained through the School Website and Parent App, with parents being well
informed of the school policies, events and recent development. Activities including Orientation
Day, Parents’ Meetings, Parents’ Nights, Parent-Teacher Interviews and SSPA Briefing Sessions
were arranged to enhance mutual understanding and strengthen home-school co-operation.
Apart from enhancing home-school partnership, our PTA works for the well-being of the students
and the School. On Sports Day and Games Day which parents have co-organized with the School,
members of PTA have volunteered to give great support to the School. They also give help in
different school activities, such as School lunch (Lunch Helpers), Christmas Celebration (Santa
Mama and Papa) and Students’ outings. Also, PTA Website is reguarly updated with photos and
information and newsletters are published every year.
Other activities co-organized by PTA and the School in 2016-17 included:
Christmas Party


PTA Family Outing
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Luncheon Talks
Values Education Workshops
Graduation Dinner
Catholic Family Mass Souvenirs Donation
Fun Fair
Fun Time with Parents
Appreciation Party

Home-school partnership reflects shared values, aspirations and mutual trust of our parents and
teachers. The following summarizes our stakeholders’ rating of our home-school co-operation on a
5-point scale:
Stakeholders
Parents

2014 – 2015

2015 - 2016

2016 - 2017

4.1

4.1

4.1

MSS Alumnae and the MSS Alumnae Association
There are strong ties between the alumnae and the School. A number of our school managers are
alumnae, serving the school with their expertise, advice and support. Some serve in the school as
teaching staff. The MSS Alumnae Association has generously supported the school. They help in
the school development through their involvement in fund-raising activities and organizing special
school functions. Since the school year 2005-06, alumnae with distinguished achievements have
been invited to address our graduates on Graduation Day. The MSSAA Ex-co has also been invited
to join the school activities such as Sports Day and Christmas Celebration.

2.7 90th Anniversary Celebration—Living Tradition˙Heroic Vision
A series of activities were held throughout the school year, from September 2016 to July 2017, to
celebrate the 90 years of achievement of the school and to showcase the talents of students. The
activities brought together different members of the school community – parents, alumnae, the
school sponsoring body and friends – all were in praise of the delightful atmosphere and the
success of each event.
Date

Event

30 Oct 2016

Fund-Raising Walkathon
Check Point 1: Marymount Primary School
Check Point 2: The Hong Kong Girl Guides Association Sandilands Centre
Check Point 3: Marymount Primary School
Form 1: Ecology
Speaker: Mauricio Lopez, World CLC President
Venue: Marymount Primary School Hall
Forum 2: Leadership

3 Mar 2017

6 Apr 2017
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12 May 2017

5, 6 Jul 2017
7 Jul 2017

7, 8 Jul 2017

8 Jul 2017

Speaker: Professor Gabriel Leung
Dean of Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine
Venue: Marymount Secondary School Auditorium
Forum 3: Family
Speakers: Dr. Agnes Chan
Singer, Professor, Writer and Humanitarian Activist
Rev. Deacon Louis Wong
Member of Diocesan Pastoral Commission for Marriage and the Family,
Hong Kong Catholic Marriage Advisory Council
Venue: Marymount Secondary School Auditorium
Musiphany
Venue: Hong Kong Youth Square
Thanksgiving Mass
Chief Celebrant: Most Reverend Joseph Ha Chi-Ching OFM, V.G.
Venue: Marymount Primary School Hall
Open Day cum Fun Fair
Guest of Honour at Opening Ceremony: Ms. Bernadette Lin, JP
MSS Theme: Living Tradition, Heroic Vision
MPS Theme: Superheroes 90
Venue: Marymount Secondary School & Marymount Primary School

Grand Dinner
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

2.8 Learning and Teaching
MPS provides students with a broad and balanced curriculum for the acquisition of knowledge,
skills and attitudes. The contents of the 10 curriculum subjects are developed in a spiral manner,
which allow students to revisit the subject matters with increasing complexity at different
developmental levels. With reference to the curriculum framework recommended by the
Education Bureau (EDB), subject panels formulated their school-based initiatives in accordance
with students’ strengths and needs, to enrich their learning experiences and develop their full
potential.
Teachers make good use of the learning and teaching materials and e-resources in organizing
various learning and teaching activities, such as group work and pair work, so that students’
learning skills and generic skills can be fostered and exercised. Students are also encouraged to
present their work and share their ideas in the lessons in order to reinforce their motivation and
confidence to excel for ‘magis’. The educational philosophy of our sponsoring body, the Ignatius
Pedagogical Paradigm (IPP)*, has inspired our teachers to put their continuing reflection and
evaluation of teaching experience in context, prompting their actions to form part of the school’s
improvement process.
Teachers display good communication skills and make flexible use of learning activities,
questioning skills and Information Technology (IT) to engage the minds, hearts and wills of the
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students in learning. Such learning experiences enable the students to organize facts, concepts and
principles into deeply acquired knowledge. Students’ learning effectiveness can then be
undertaken in the form of assignments and applications which indicate their growth and depth in
knowledge, skills and values. Summative and formative assessments are used to assess the degree
of mastery of knowledge and the skills achieved.
With the guidance of Dr. K. C. Pang, an external consultant, all teachers constructed the MPS
Teaching Philosophy in June 2012: we believe that a Motivating, Interactive, Inspiring, Effective and
Reflective lesson enriches student learning. The following summarizes our stakeholders’ ratings of
our teaching on a 5-point scale:
Stakeholders

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

Students

4.1

4.0

3.9

Teachers

4.4

4.4

4.4

* ‘Ignatius Pedagogical Paradigm’ –

It is the substantial and appealing model that speaks directly to the teaching-learning process. The

continual interplay of CONTEXT, EXPERIENCE, REFLECTION, ACTION and EVALUATION become an effective ongoing pattern for learning as well as
a stimulus to remain open to growth to a lifetime. (The Characteristics of Jesuit Education and Ignatian Pedagogy, A Practical Approach.
Martin Scoope. 2002)

Apart from the formal lesson time, Panels and Teams organized a great variety of school activities to
enrich student learning. They included Book Day, Bring Your Own Fan Day and Bilingual
Enhancement Day, Makers’ Day, Maths Fair, etc.. Guest speakers from different fields and
organizations were also invited to share on relevant curricular themes, to enable students to
experience more in-depth exploration of the relevant areas of learning. Visits, workshops, field trips
and organized festive celebrations were always well-received by students. Moreover, Cross
Boundary Learning Trips, such as UK Trips and Korea Trip, were also organized to enrich students’
learning experiences and provide more opportunities for students to explore and understand the
culture of other countries.
Teaching strategies to cater for students’ learning diversity were evaluated, refreshed and renewed
where appropriate, through staff development activities (Appendix A), including school visits,
overseas learning trips, seminars, Collaborative Lesson Planning (CLP) and Lesson Observation (LO).
Panels were also invited to work with the EDB or other educational institutions on specific
programmes and schemes to cater for high-achieving students. Based on students’ multiple
intelligences and teachers’ observation, students with specific talents were selected and nominated
to join special courses, competitions and School Teams, or apply for scholarships and territory-wide
awards, so as to broaden their exposure and develop their abilities and potentials. Appropriate
measures were also formulated for students with special educational needs (SEN). The provision of
different therapeutic services, small group teaching, after-school homework classes and curriculum
and assessment adaptations were in place to support students with different abilities in learning.
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The following summarizes our stakeholders’ ratings of student learning on a 5-point scale:
Stakeholders

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

Students

4.1

4.1

4.0

Teachers

4.3

4.4

4.2

Parents

4.0

4.0

4.0

2.9 Support for Student Development
MPS puts much emphasis on nurturing students’ whole-person development. Students, as well as
teachers, are encouraged to live the CLC (Care, Love and Compassion) spirit. As Values Education is
highly emphasized in school, Code of Respect and Six Attributes are disseminated through a
Whole-School Approach. This year, Values Education Committee was set up. It developed not only
the framework of School-Based Values Education Curriculum, but also the teaching packs for Key
Stage 1 students.
The Guidance and Formation Committee conducted a series of developmental guidance and
counseling programmes that meet students’ personal and social needs at different stages of
development. Personal Growth Education was a series of lessons aimed to develop in students a
healthy self-concept, good social relationships and effective life-long learning skills. Assembly was
a weekly gathering, not only to share students’ learning experience and to communicate
information, but also served as a time to promote positive values and good behaviour, and to
celebrate students’ achievements.
Level-based programmes such as interactive talks, positive reinforcement activities and games
were organized for students in order to reinforce their positive values and attitudes. Students also
took part in community services like ‘Flag Day’, ‘Lucky Money Wishes 2016’ and ‘Lai See of Lunar
New Year 2016’. These activities not only sowed the seeds that cultivate their grateful hearts, but
also raised their awareness of caring for the needy around them. Moreover, the P.1 Adaptation
Group enabled P.1 students to adapt themselves to primary schooling. Understanding Adolescent
Project was conducted for P.4-P.6 target students. It aimed at enhancing students’ resilience in
coping with the challenges they have to face as they grow up. The participating students made
progress in emotion management, conflict resolution, goal setting and interpersonal skills. School
Prefect training nurtured the critical thinking, creativity, leadership and problem solving skills of
the School Prefect Team. It provided the selected senior students with training sessions during the
year to reflect as a leader on their role in serving others and the school. Besides, all P.6 students
were overwhelmed by the laughter and memories of the Graduation Camp. They also enjoyed
reflecting on the six years of learning at MPS. Former MPS graduates were invited to share their
experiences to facilitate students’ preparation for secondary schooling.
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Apart from maintaining a mechanism of early identification and intervention of SEN students in P.1,
Small Group Teaching was arranged for P.2 (Maths) and P.3 (Chi. Lang.) to assist less able students.
Through the cooperative learning activities and the closer relationship with their teachers,
students’ learning motivation and abilities were enhanced. Besides the Learning Support Teacher
who provided the in-class and non-lesson time learning support, home assignment and
assessment accommodation were also provided to SEN students. Moreover, an Individual
Educational Plan (IEP) was drafted to support a student, involving teachers, Educational
Psychologist, Student Guidance Personnel, parents and the relevant student. As a result, a great
improvement was shown in both her academic results and behavioural management. To further
support students with difficulties in learning and completing homework, the After School
Homework Class was provided for P.2 to P.6 SEN and borderline students, with a tutor-to-student
in ratio of 1:8.
In the case of students with dyslexia, limited attention span and Attention Deficit & Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), some training programmes were organized for the respective group with the
support from Happy Child Association and Heep Hong Society. Furthermore, The Spastic
Association of Hong Kong (香港耀能協會), a Non-Governmental Organization commissioned by JC
A-Connect Project, provided group training for students with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) .
Through different games and activities, the students’ learning motivation and efficiency and social
skills were enhanced. For students with Speech Impairment, individual training sessions were
conducted by a speech therapist from Hong Kong Child Advancement & Therapy Integrated Centre
once a week throughout the school year. Students were engaged in improving their speech, voice,
language and communication abilities. They also learned and advanced their story telling skills,
group discussion skills and speaking skills from the speech therapist.
On the other hand, the school received special funds (School-based After-school Learning and
Support Grant and Life Wide Learning Fund) from the Education Bureau and the Hong Kong Jockey
Club to subsidize financially needy students to participate in Life-wide Learning activities or
After-school Learning and Support Programmes. This year, some students were subsidized to
participate in school-based after-school activities, such as instrumental classes, educational visits,
interest groups and post-exam learning activities. The school will continue to make every effort
to cater for the diverse needs of different students.
According to the Stakeholder Survey (SHS), over 70 % of the students agreed that the teachers
were able to help them solve problems they encounter in their growing process; 86 % of the
parents agreed that participations in the schools’ extra-curricular activities had increased their
children’s learning opportunities in extra-curricular knowledge and life skills; and 86% of the
teachers agreed that the school discipline and guidance work was geared to students’
development needs. The above positive data shows that the school provided satisfactory and
encouraging support for student development. The following table summarizes our stakeholders’
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ratings of support for student development on a 5-point scale over the past 3 years.
indicate how they perceived the support provided for student development:
Stakeholders

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

Students

4.1

4.0

4.0

Teachers

4.3

4.2

4.4

Parents

4.1

4.2

4.2

The results

2.10 Student Performance
Students are intelligent, confident and passionate. The majority of students were aware that their
learning capacity on academic performance had been strengthened through reading, self-learning
and project learning. They demonstrated initiative in exploring diversified resources for learning
and enjoyed the different learning experiences in Bloom Time, Assemblies and Post-test/exam
Learning Activities. The school’s effort in planning different modes of assessment contributed to
stimulating and inspiring students to apply various skills in cross-subject learning activities. The
implementation of challenging tasks in regular lessons, project learning and assessments had
boosted students’ ability in synthesizing and evaluating the knowledge learnt to a higher level.
It was also observed that students showed their caring and compassionate attitude. They
participated in different voluntary services or programmes such as Flag selling and Community
Youth Club. Their good virtues were acknowledged by both parents and the community.
In order to enrich students’ learning experience and enhance their multiple intelligences (MI), a
balanced variety of co-curricular activities on academic subjects, sports, arts and community
services were organized and classified into 8 categories. There were 17 linguistic, 10 visual, 10
kinesthetic, 9 logical, 8 interpersonal, 8 intrapersonal, 7 musical and 6 naturalist activities.
Furthermore, the school also nominated gifted students and high-achievers to several gifted
programmes such as Mass Mutual Jr. Space Camp Program by Mass Mutual, Gifted Student
Members of The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education, Program for the Gifted and Talented by
the Chinese University of Hong Kong and Summer Programme for Creativity and Talent
Development 2017 by the University of Hong Kong.
In 2016-2017, students achieved good results in internal assessments in English, Mathematics and
General Studies. Students’ performances in other learning experiences were equally impressive.
They took part enthusiastically in a wide range of sports, music, language and arts competitions,
including the Hong Kong Island East Area Inter-Primary School Athletic Competition, Hong Kong
Youth Music Interflows String Orchestra Contest, Primary Schools Debating Tournament and Hong
Kong Budding Poets. The results are pleasing; they obtained numerous awards and prizes. A full
summary of all the external awards are presented in Appendix B.
P.13

2.11 School Self Evaluation
The School Self Evaluation (SSE) Team works towards integrating expectations regarding the School
Development & Accountability Framework stipulated by the EDB with our school culture – one
characterized by a learning/teaching environment conducive to quality pursuit and whole-person
development for both teachers and students.
With the ultimate aim of enhancing students’ academic and non-academic performances through
continuous school self-evaluation and improvement, the SSE Team encourages all the
panels/teams/teachers to apply the planning, implementation and evaluation (PIE) cycle in
different aspects of school operation. Support measures are implemented through meetings and
conversations to give feedback at all levels on the PIE cycle, in the aspects of quality assurance and
attaining the magis. Using the SHS, Assessment Programme for Affective and Social Outcomes
(APASO), Key Performance Measures (KPM) supported by the EDB and the school-based evaluation
methods, such as semi-structured interviews and reflection sheets, the SSE Team is better able to
evaluate school performance in a more comprehensive manner. These facilitate evaluation of our
overall school performance against the targets set for the stated Major Concerns in our School
Development Plan (SDP) and Annual School Plan (ASP).
After evaluating the effectiveness of our previous SDP (2012-16) and the school’s overall
performance based on the Performance Indicators provided by the EDB, all teachers proceeded to
contribute to the formulation of our 3-year SDP (2016-19). Teachers refocused on the school vision
and mission, shared their views on educational trends and identified the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats in the school context, for the further enhancement of student learning
and student formation. Two Major Concerns, ‘Enhance the framework for the Whole-School
Approach to Values Education’ and ‘Unleash our students’ potential to become MPS Thinkers, MPS
Makers and MPS Presenters’ were set, complemented with a list of explicit targets. Teachers,
Panels and Teams worked on the general outlines of strategies and planned their yearly
schoolwork to address the Major Concerns. Staff development activities, formal meetings and staff
sharing were conducted strategically to ensure the spirit and expectations of SSE, SDP and ASP
were conveyed and implemented at the planning level and classroom level.
The SSE Team shared the findings regarding the two Major Concerns in the Staff Meeting in June.
Teachers got a holistic view regarding Management and Organization, Learning and Teaching,
Student Support, School Ethos and Student Performance from different perspectives. Through a
tailor-made activity, teachers reviewed and reflected on all the tasks achieved as planned in ASP of
2016-2017. The strategies and the tasks were evaluated in an inspiring and effective way.
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3. Achievements and Reflection on
Our Major Concerns
3.1 Major Concern A
Enhance the framework for the Whole-School Approach to Values Education
Targets:
1. Develop a School-Based Values Education Curriculum to deepen our students’
understanding to the Core Values of the School.
2. Adopt a Whole-School Approach to promote the Values of being Responsible.

Achievements:
In response to the rapid societal changes and the developmental needs of students, we put much
emphasis on enhancing the framework for the Whole-School Approach to Values Education. This
year, the framework of School-Based Values Education Curriculum has been formulated. We
inculcated the Six Attributes, Responsibility, Gratitude, Care, Integrity, Perseverance and Wisdom,
in our students via explicit guidance in our ‘Shining Gems Programme’, infusing the values into all
aspects of both formal and informal curriculum, and modeling these values in our learning
activities. The ESR report assured of our efforts in perfecting values cultivation with sensitivity
towards dynamic changes in students’ needs and societal influence. Moreover, we also developed
the School-Based Values Education teaching packs for Primary 1 to Primary 3 and started to
implement the primary one curriculum in Bloom Time lessons. Teacher interviewees agreed that
the framework and the teaching packs could deepen students’ understanding to the core values of
the school.
As it was the Year of Responsibility, we adopted a whole-school approach to promote the values of
being responsible. For the formal curriculum, the head of Curriculum Development infused the
values in subject topics during lessons. Chinese and English teachers designed writing tasks for
holiday assignments that could incorporate values using Shining Gems characters and
responsibility as the theme. The Music Panel collaborated with G.F. Committee on Cantonese Lyrics
Composition Contest. Student interviewees indicated that the activities enhanced their
understanding of the six attributes. Besides, the RME teachers highlighted the six attributes in the
RME curriculum and lessons, and students agreed that they could have deeper understanding on
the related values through the RME curriculum. Apart from the activities organized by the school,
P.5 students also joined the ‘Hong Kong’s Rugby Spirit’ organized by the Hong Kong Rugby Union.
Over 80% of student interviewees mentioned that the programme enabled them to experience not
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only the physical learning of Rugby, but also the target values such as respect, responsibility,
honesty and etc. According to the results of the Assessment Programme for Affective and Social
Outcomes (APASO) and the Stakeholder Survey (SHS), the mean of our students’ Sense of
Responsibility (3.40) is higher than the HK Norms (3.30); and over 80% of parents agreed that their
children often complete their assignments seriously and take the initiative to learn. The above
positive data shows that students are willing to be responsible learners.
On the other hand, we also infused our students with positive values through informal curriculum.
‘I’m a Gem’ Award Scheme was launched in order to encourage students to keep in mind of doing
their best. Students indicated that it was a very motivating scheme and they were eager to collect
the cards. More than 80% of students got the gem cards in this school year. The ESR report
complimented that the Shining Gems Award Scheme was a good complement to the curriculum
for encouraging students to take actions adhering to positive values and attitudes. Moreover,
students had a clear understanding of the Code of Respect and the six attributes through the GF
Committee’s talks, video episodes, teachers’ sharing and Drama Team’s dramas at the assemblies.
These activities also reminded them of the importance of being respectful and responsible. Over
75% of student interviewees indicated that the talks, videos, sharing and dramas could raise their
awareness of the respectful and responsible behaviour. For the ‘Responsible Learner Sticker
Scheme’, 39% of students could get the certificates in Stage 1 of the scheme and 44% in Stage 2.
Although it cannot reach our target of 50% of students getting the certificates, students agreed
that the scheme was useful in encouraging them to be responsible learners. Community services
such as donations, flag selling and visits were organized in order to enhance students’ participation
in social services. Over 90% of students joining the voluntary services mentioned that the
programmes helped them reflect on their responsibilities in the community. Furthermore, most of
the student interviewees agreed that Inter-class Competitions (Good Kids) conducted by GF
Committee not only could help them keep their classroom tidy, but also help to keep their class in
good order. Teachers also indicated that the competitions could motivate students to perform well
on cleanliness and be self-disciplined at school. Besides, ICD Committee organized a Most Valuable
Teammate Award (MVT) to promote students’ good learning attitude and values formation in
school teams. Teachers agreed that the MVT Award could motivate students to be more
responsible and encourage them to demonstrate better learning attitude in school teams. In order
to spread the message of going green, the Green Education Team organized sharing in the
assemblies and Bloom Time session. Over 70% of student interviewees indicated that they shared
the responsibility in protecting the environment by saving paper and other resources, and they
would do more good to the environment from the bottom of their hearts.
Both teacher and student interviewees agreed that visual reminders, such as six mascots of the
attributes, cabinet decorations, banners, posters, bookmarks and files could create the school
atmosphere to arouse students’ awareness of the six attributes. On top of these, a treasure Hunt
was organized by Values Education Committee, and over 80% of student and teacher interviewees
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indicated that the activity could deepen students’ understanding of the core values of the school
and provided students with a chance to reflect and learn to be a responsible learner.
In order to enhance the home-school cooperation, Parent Tips Sheets were given to parents after
each values education lesson. We also invited parents to finish the extended learning tasks with
their daughter and to encourage them to take action adhering to positive values and attitudes.
Most of the parents appreciated the advice given in the Parent Tips. Furthermore, Parents’
Meetings, Luncheon Talks, Parents’ Newsletter and Parent Talks were conducted to make clear to
parents the Core Values of the school and to solicit their support. 90% of parents indicated that the
meetings, talks and newsletters could facilitate their understanding of their daughters’ learning
needs and ways to groom them to become responsible learners. According to SHS, over 60% of
parents agreed that they actively participated in the activities organized by the school and the PTA.
Besides, Catholic Parents’ Day was organized by Religious Activities Team. Over 70% of parent
interviewees agreed that the programme could raise their awareness of their responsibility as
Catholic parents.

Reflection:
This year, we have achieved the targets of Major Concern A to a great extent. Apart from
formulating the framework of School-Based Values Education Curriculum, we have developed
School-Based Values Education teaching pack for Primary 1 to Primary 3 and implemented it for
Primary 1 in Bloom Time lessons. We also adopted a Whole-School Approach to promote the
Values of being Responsible. It is encouraging to see that students have become more aware of the
core values of the school. According to SHS, 95 % of teachers agreed that the school actively
helped students foster good values. With students taking part in a series of events in celebration of
our School’s 90th Anniversary celebrations this year, such as Musical Production - Musiphany, 90th
Anniversary Forums, Open Day and etc., it successfully aroused their awareness of being
responsible and to care about the others, their families, the ecology and the earth.
The coming school year is the year of Gratitude, we will implement the School-Based Values
Education curriculum in Primary two and three, and design Primary 4 to Primary 6 curriculum as
scheduled. The successful implementation of programmes and activities, such as Shining Gems
Programme, I’m a Gem Award Scheme, Most Valuable Teammate Award, Responsible Learner
Sticker Scheme and Treasure Hunt, encouraged us to retain these programmes in the coming
school year. However, new programmes or activities would be designed to encourage students to
put what they have learnt into practice. To achieve this, we can infuse the values in different
subject areas, so as to strengthen the effectiveness of our values education through different
subjects curriculum. In the area of environmental protection, more assembly sessions can be
arranged to spread the idea of saving resources other than paper and water. Campus TV is another
flexible platform to deepen our students’ understanding on different values. More subject panels
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could be invited to involve in producing video episodes on Gratitude. A whole-school approach to
cultivate students’ sense of Gratitude and enhance their sensitivity to the need of others will
continue to be adopted in the upcoming school year.
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3.2 Major Concern B
Unleash our students’ potential to become MPS Thinkers, MPS Makers and MPS
Presenters
Target:
1. To develop school-based curriculum-MPS Specials
2. To provide diversified learning experiences to students
3. To provide opportunities for sharing good teaching practices for professional development

Achievements:
As stated in our recent ESR Report, we have taken a sensible step to further promote higher-order
thinking which include creativity, problem solving, critical thinking as well as communication skills.
We put the effort in unleashing our students’ potential to become MPS Makers, Presenters and
Thinkers so that they are well equipped for the world of work and life in the 21st century. Subject
Panels have formulated appropriate strategies and piloted new initiatives to secure positive impact
on students’ learning.
It was noted that the following results from Student Questionnaires (APASO) and Student
Stakeholder Survey have showed a positive impact on students’ learning this year.
Results of Student Questionnaires conducted in September 2017 (P.4-6):
Strongly Agree and
Agree
Creativity

I have the urge to do the most common things in new
ways.

81%

I always have a flow of new ideas.

84%

Problem-solving I am confident in being able to solve complex problems.
Skills
I like to use different methods to solve problems.

81%

Critical Thinking I compare the effectiveness of different methods of
problem solving.

87%

I consider the problem from multiple perspectives.

89%

85%

Over 80% of students in KS2 have considered themselves as creative and having the abilities in
problem solving as well as thinking critically. From the recent ESR Report, it was observed that
our students are confident presenters and their clear articulation of ideas is impressive.
Undoubtedly, various Subject Panels and Teams have been making a great effort in the learning
process so as to facilitate the mentioned skills.
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Our students’ feedback of their views on Teaching in Stakeholder Survey conducted in April 2017
(P.4-6):

HOT
Questions
Inquiry-based
Learning
Class
Activities

The teachers often ask us thought-provoking questions in
lessons.
The teachers often make us inquire into/investigate
different issues in lessons.
The teachers often arrange learning activities such as
group discussion and oral presentation in lessons.

Strongly Agree and
Agree
71%
70%
70%

Target 1 To develop school-based curriculum – MPS Specials
By joining the School-based Curriculum Development Support Programme organised by EDB, P.5
GS curriculum has been tailored to meet the needs and interests of our students. Instead of
“watching” the experiments in video clips, our P.5 students in particular had a lot of valuable
opportunities to “do” the science experiments in the topic of LIGHT to understand how light travels,
how shadow forms and the properties of image formed by plane mirrors. Students were given
the learning opportunities in applying the acquired science concepts to their daily life experiences
as well.
By conducting various effective scaffolding activities such as model writing and the use of graphic
organisers, students’ abilities in expressing their ideas in writing have been improved in both
Chinese and English. In addition, the idea of Literature Notebook has been used for conducting
more “extended activities” related to stories taught and for “character analysis”. Apart from the
summative assessment paper in Literature, “non-pen-and-paper assessment” has been conducted
to provide multiple modes of assessments. Instead of relying too much in rote learning in
Literature assessment, a more comprehensive approach has been adopted for better equipping
our students with critical thinking and communication skills. Over 70% of students expressed
that they found themselves more confident in answering the HOT questions in Literature.
To better build up the alignment between learning and assessment, RME has developed multiple
modes of assessment which aimed at assessing students’ performance through reflecting students’
daily life experiences and applying the target values learned during RME lessons. KatAct has
been set up by inviting P.3 Catholic students to learn various Action Songs at Lunch breaks.
Target 2 To provide diversified learning experiences to students
By joining “CoolThink @ JC” organised by The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charity Trust, EdU, MIT and
CityU, ample opportunities have been provided to students from P.4-6 in Computer Studies to
enhance their computational thinking skills to be MPS Thinkers and Makers through learning how
to code using Scratch to create “games”. Some highly achieved students have been selected to
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join related competitions using Scratch and Littlebits and the results were very satisfactory. P.3
students had an opportunity to learn how to code by using Dash and Dot. Students were highly
motivated in learning coding in Computer Studies.
Apart from collaboration among GS and VA panels in conducting learning activities such as making
Wooden-shelves and Record & Play Set, P.5 students have been given a valuable chance to learn
how to play “Rugby”. Students were given training for very basic rugby skills and the Rugby Spirts
“determination, respect, responsibility, national identity, commitment, teamwork and integrity”
were the main focus. Students were motivated in learning rugby during PE lessons.
“Makers’ Day” was held in March 2017 for all P.5 students to enhance their problem-solving skills
as well as their creativity to be MPS Makers through motor car model making and motor car race.
The P.5 students actively participated in the activities and very positive feedback was received.
In addition, science experiments have been conducted in P.4-6 GS lessons using the teaching
resources provided by Japan Gakken Group. Experiments conducted were used to support
students in understanding about food, batteries and electricity, atmospheric pressure, flying
objects, light and pendulums & balance. Over 90% of students agreed that the science
experiments enabled them to better understand the target science concepts. Moreover, GS
panel has joined the activities organised by World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) for “Sustainability”
to enhance P.1-6 students’ understanding in environmental protection. The activities were able
to stimulate students’ reflection on their own attitudes towards green habits in order to bring the
green concepts into their daily life experiences.
To better make good use of iPad apps as one of the effective teaching strategies, all core subjects
have tried using iPad learning apps such as Nearpod, Google Classroom, Educreations, Kahoot and
Edmodo to facilitate effective learning in at least one of the levels in each Key Stage. Students
were highly motivated in e-learning lessons. In addition, various opportunities have been given
to students to enhance their presentation skills as MPS Presenters through the platforms of
Campus TV productions, MCs at Assemblies, Morning Prayers and presentations in class.
To provide more varied opportunities for students to become MPS Makers, Presenters and
Thinkers, over 200 students were selected to take part in our first musical, Musiphany. All
participants were actively motivated in the whole process. Additionally, the P.6 students who
were not Musiphany participants were given a valuable chance to design educational “Game
Booths” with teachers’ guidance for celebrating our 90th Anniversary in our Open Day,
Superhero90. To make better use of the learning weeks after assessment in Semester 3, Horizons
Week has been conducted for organising Green Talks, handicrafts making as well as the
preparation of Musiphany and Superhero90. Valuable solid opportunities were provided for P.1-6
students to become MPS Makers, Thinkers and Presenters.
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Target 3 To provide opportunities for sharing good teaching practices for professional development
Action Teams for GS and Literature have facilitated the exchanges of professional conversations
among teachers. Very fruitful professional discussions were received during each meeting and
decisions were made based on further the discussions among subject panel members after each
meeting. Both panels have reached the consensus among Panel members to have theme-based
teaching in each semester as the future direction of the subject.
The three panels, GS, English and Computer Studies have made good use of the chance during
Good Work Party to demonstrate what effective and interesting learning activities are to all
teachers as staff development. In addition, in each panel meeting, teachers including all panel
heads have shared inspiring teaching ideas with panel members and the feedback was very well
received.
Several staff development activities were held to equip teachers with relevant skills to achieve our
major concerns. Activities include visiting schools in Beijing, Taiwan and Ying Wa Primary School.
The activities were very inspiring and they were impressive experiences to all teachers. Teachers
were inspired by the teachers teaching Chinese in Beijing and the way they develop STEM
education. Additionally, teachers were simulated by the multiple ways of developing values
education in Taiwan as well as the passion and theme-based whole-school approach from Ying Wa
Primary School.
Instead of conducting Collaborative Lesson Planning in isolation of Peer Lesson Observation, Peer
Lesson Observation was encouraged among teachers and Post-lesson Meetings were conducted.
The feedback among teachers was well received. Teachers have started to feel more at ease in
Peer Lesson Observation as well as being able to be more open-minded in giving constructive
comments on the lessons carried out through professional conversations.

Reflection:
Target 1 To develop school-based curriculum – MPS Specials
The four core subjects have successfully started developing our school-based curriculum which
aims at unleashing our students’ potential to become MPS Thinkers, MPS Makers and MPS
Presenters. The direction was affirmed in the latest External School Review. However, according
to the suggestions given by ESR Team in December 2016, “deeper learning” is crucial in our design
of curriculum. In addition, with the updated insights from Learning to Learn 2.0 (EDB), we are
planning to further make an effort in “curriculum adaptation and tailoring” according to our
students’ needs, interests and educational trends.
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In the area of catering for learners’ diversity, according to the ESR report in March 2017, more
effort should be put in dealing with students’ diversified learning abilities through lesson design
and the better use of assessment data.
Target 2 To provide diversified learning experiences to students
Since various learning experiences have been successfully conducted for enhancing students’
problem-solving, critical thinking, communication skills and creativity, we are planning to sustain
our current strategies to further develop our students’ relevant skills through the “integration of
learning contents across subjects” and “informal curriculum”.
Target 3 To provide opportunities for sharing good teaching practices for professional development
Since we had a very positive experience having GS Collaborative Lesson Planning with the
professional support from EDB this year, it is advantageous and worth trying to invite more
external “professional support” from EDB or Universities to join our MPS communities for further
enhancing our professionalism so as to facilitate more effective learning processes.
According to the suggestion given by ESR Team, a closer “link” and a more “structured”
arrangement in Collaborative Lesson Planning and Peer Lesson Observation should be developed
in order to facilitate an effective learning and teaching process and the alignment among Learning,
Teaching and Assessment. In view of this, common time slots for Collaboration Lesson Planning
would be arranged for teachers teaching the 4 core subjects in the coming school year. Peer Lesson
Observation would be organized accordingly.
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Staff Development Report

Appendix A

Purpose of Staff Development Planning
1.

To provide school leadership and support for Teachers’ CPD (to address our major concerns, continue
with professional development and achieve personal growth as teachers)

2.

To respect Teacher’s professional autonomy and support them to plan and make their own CPD
choices

Major School-based Professional Development Activities (2016-2017)
A. Addressing Major Concerns A & B
Month/Date

Topic/Goal

Participants

Facilitator/Speaker/Organization

26 Aug 2016

Classroom Management

All Teachers

Mr. W. Chau

26 Aug 2016

Teachers App

All Teachers

Mr. E. Chiu

11 Nov 2016

Wan Chai District Staff

All Teachers

Ms. Candy C.

All Teachers

Ms. V. Lui

Ms. Candy C.
Ms. B. Lo
Ms. A. Ng
Ms. K. K. Lee
Ms. V. Wong
Mr. E. Chiu
Ms. V. Lui
Mr. T. Lam
Mr. W. Chau
Ms. W. Tse
Ms. K. To
Ms. J. Chow
Ms. J. Leung
Ms. Y. Cheng
Mrs. C. Tan
All Teachers

Ms. D. Ho

Development Day
21 Apr 2017

Physical Wellness:
Visit to Hoi Ha Reservation
Center

8-12 Apr 2017

Beijing Study Tour (Chinese
Teaching & STEAM Education)

18-22 Apr 2017

Taiwan Study Tour (Values
Education)

7 Jun 2017

School Self Evaluation

Ms. D. Ho

Ms. D. Ho
Ms. Candy C.
Mr. W. Chau

B. Support for New Teachers
(Sharing and reflection)
Month/Date

Topic/Goal

23 Aug 2016

New Teachers’ Induction, New

Dec 2016

Teachers’ Sharing of “Learning

Jun 2017

and Discovery” & Mentor Hunt

Participants

New Teachers:
Ms. A. Ho
Ms. S. Hui
Ms. B. Leung
Mrs. C. Tan
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Facilitator/Speaker/Organization

Ms. D. Ho
Ms. Candy C
Mr. W. Chau

Ms. I. Yau
Mentors:
Ms. J. Chow
Ms. B. Lo
Mrs. G. Tam
Ms. W. Tse
8 Nov 2016
22 Feb 2017
5 Jun 2017

Ms. S. Cheung

The life of St. Ignatius & Daily
Examen
Ignatian Spirituality
Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm

Ms. A. Ho
Ms. S. Hui
Ms. B. Leung
Mrs. C. Tan
Ms. I. Yau

C. Empowerment of Senior Teachers/Middle Managers
(Perspective broadening and reflection)
Month/Date

29 Aug 2016

Topic/Goal

Orientation

Participants

All Teachers
P.1 to P.6 Parents

Aug 2017

Team Building for Executive

Members of

Committee and Team Leaders

Executive Com. &

Facilitator/Speaker/Organization

Ms. D. Ho
Ms. Candy C
Mr. W. Chau
Mr. J. Chan
Ms. Y. Tsang
Ms. D. Ho

Team Leaders

D. Teacher Capacity Building
(Exposure, Sharing and Reflection)
Month/Date

Topic/Goal

Participants

Facilitator/Speaker/Organization

Values Education

Ms. W. Tse
Ms. V. Lui
Ms. J. Chow

Ms. Vion Ng (Consultant)

11 Oct 2016

寫作教學講座

Oct 2016

CoolThink@JC Computational

to Jul 2017

Thinking & Coding Education

Mr. C. W. Chan
Ms. D. Ho
The JC Charities Trust
EduHK, MIT, City U

Sep 2016

GS Teachers Learning Circle

Chinese & English
Teachers
Mr. E. Chiu
Mr. T. Lam
Ms.W. Wong
Ms. V. Lui
Ms. C. Tsang
Ms. I Yau
Ms. A. Lam
All Teachers

Sep 2016
to Jul 2017

to Jul 2017
Mar 2017

Handling students with special
education needs

May 2017

Values Education in MPS

7 Jun 2017 (P.M.) Subject-based Staff

All Teachers
All Teachers

Development Activities
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EDB

Mr. W. Chau
Ms. A. Fung
Ms. V. Yuen (SGP)
Ms. Vion Ng
Ms. A. Ng (Chi PH)
Ms. C. Tsang (Eng PH)
Ms. W. Wong (Math PH)
Ms. V. Lui (GS PH)
Mr. T. Lam (CS PH)
Ms. R. Li (Mus PH)
Ms. S. Poon (PE PH)
Mrs. A. Tsui (VA PH)

Appendix B

External Awards
2016-17

Nature

Award details

Name of
Competition / Organization

Award / Prize details
1st
2nd
3rd
1st

68th Hong Kong Schools Speech
Festival (English Solo)
68th Hong Kong Schools Speech
Festival (Cantonese Solo)

2nd

1

rd

3
1st
2nd

2
3
9

3rd
Champion
Commendation
Gold Award
Bronze Award
Outstanding School Award
3rd place in P.3 Solo Poetry Speaking
3rd place in P.4 Solo Poetry Speaking
Grade B

8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

th

Academic

68 Hong Kong Schools Speech
Festival (Putonghua Solo)
Hong Kong Budding Poets
(English) Award
Multiple Intelligences Cup
(Mathematics)
Hong Kong French Speech
Competition
H.K. Island East Area Inter
Primary Schools Swimming
Competition

Sports

Number of
prizes
received
9
27
35
1

50m Butterfly

1st Runner-up

100m
Breaststroke

1
1

1st Runner-up

1

50m Freestyle

1st Runner-up

1
1
1

100m Freestyle
1st Runner-up
4 x 50m Freestyle
Champion
Relay
Overall
Champion
Grade C
Overall
3rd Runner-up
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1
1
1

External Awards
2016-17
Nature

SCAA-Inter School Swimming
Meet

Sports

Award details

Name of
Competition / Organization

H.K. Island East Area
Inter-Primary Schools Athletic
Competition

Hong Kong Island East Area
Inter-Primary Schools Table

Award / Prize details
Grade C

50m Backstroke
Champion
50m Breaststroke
3rd Runner-up
50m Freestyle
3rd Runner-up
4 x 50m Freestyle
1st Runner-up
Grade B
Champion
50m Butterfly
1st Runner-up
50m Breaststroke
2nd Runner-up
100m Freestyle
Champion
st
4 x 50m Freestyle
1 Runner-up
Grade A
50m Freestyle
2nd Runner-up
100m
2nd Runner-up
Breaststroke
4 x 50m Freestyle
1st Runner-up
Grade A
Softball throw
Champion
nd
200m
2 Runner-up
4 x 100m
1st Runner-up
Overall
2nd Runner-up
Grade B
Long Jump
2nd Runner-up
Softball throw
Champion
Overall
Merit
Grade C
Long Jump
Champion
Overall
Merit
Girls B Grade

Tennis Competition
Hong Kong Island East Area
Inter-Primary Schools Badminton
Competition
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2nd Runner-up

Number of
prizes
received
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Outstanding Athlete Award

1

Champion

5

Outstanding Athlete Award

2

External Awards
2016-17
Nature
Art

Music

Award details

Name of
Competition / Organization
Road Safety Coloring
Competition
2016 Hong Kong Youth
Music Interflows – String
Orchestra
69th Hong Kong Music
Festival – Primary School
Choir
The 53rd Hong Kong Schools
Dance Festival
(Leisure and Cultural
Services Department)

Others

Mass Mutual Junior Space
Camp Program

Champion
2nd Runner-up

Number of
prizes
received
1
1

Silver Award

1

2nd Place

2

Award / Prize details

Lower Primary
Children Dance
(Group)
Lower Primary
Children Dance
(Solo)
Upper Primary
Western Dance
(Trio)
Upper Primary
Modern
Dance(Group)

Honors Award (Animal
Carnival)

1

Highly Commended
Award (Splish Splashy)

1

Choreography Award
(Happy Time)

1

Highly Commended
Award (Blessing)

1
1
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